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Statement of purpose
I decided to study my management course from USA because the Management courses & the
quality of Education in USA are renowned worldwide. This would provide me opportunities to
get best education in management studies. I will also get the experience to education on different
countries & to study & interest with a large number of students from different nations while
remaining within on university system.
If one were to ask my friends to describe me they would describe me as a very pleasant. Diverse,
active and intelligent man. I think one of my most distinguishing characteristics is the diversity
of experience I possess. I am a business student with technical aptitude and an interest in
management. I also have a passion for traveling and understanding different cultures of the
world. All these elements have given me a very broad outlook, with varying degrees of
knowledge in a range of topics. I strongly believe that although some are not related directly, all
these qualities will influence my work.
I did my schooling from Shree suryodaya English Boarding School,pokhara With first
division, Intermediate of Commerce from Dibya Jyoti Multiple Campus, Bardhaghat,
Nawalparasi with Second Division and bachelor of Business Studies From Lumbini Banijya
Campus, Butwal, Rupendehi. Although academically I did not perform to my satisfaction (I
finished with Only 46.50 percentage in Bachelor, partly due to political resons in our District
Nawalparasi), I was voted as one of the ten most promising students in my batch. So I am
intending again for Associate/Bachelor degree from Clark College. I am eager to learn
something, which I was unable before.
Upon graduation I was offered a job with Himshikar cooperative limited, as an Accountant. This
is where I learned how to apply the principles and lessons of management to real life. It was
fascination; and transformed my interest in management research into a passion. I read
extensively, trying to keep myself informed about management thinking in my areas of work structure and systems in an industry and organization, industrial marketing and strategy.
My Bachelor degree has given a strong foundation to my analytical skills since Business study
involves a lot of long, complex and intricate calculations and the applicantion of basic
Accounting skills. Over the pas five years, I have been working full-time with Himshikhar Cooperative Limited, a Finance Company. More than what I have studied in school and college, it
has been these experiences that have shaped the person that I am today.
I believe that this unique blend of experiences has made me a man with an original point of view.
This blend has given me a broader perspective to and a good understanding of life and a goal to
aim for. During the first two years of my work at HimShikhar Co-operative Limited, I had an
opportunity to observe and work with the existing system being used. Some of the Accounting
software packages being used were outdated versions. I have always been in touching with the
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latest software packages thanks to the powerful PC I have at home and am quite used to working
with. At the office, there was great deal of chaos while preparing reports that involved used of
more than one software since compatibility between packages usually posed a problem. The
difficulty we faced putting different files together led to the final report appearing rather
haphazard sometimes.
The time limitation on each assignment has taught me to plan well, work systematically and keep
my reports up-to-date. At the same time, having to define my analyses and recommendations,
during both internal discussions and presentations to clients, has taught me to think rigorously
and creatively. Our extensive use of computer for analysis and preparation of presentations and
report has made me familiar with spreadsheet, word processing and presentation packages.
I will be delighted to get educated in the country pledging for Equity, Humanity and Democracy.
I will be all the more delighted to serve my county with the knowledge that I acquire in us to turn
my dream and my parents dream into reality.
-------------------------Deepak Dhakal
Kalanki-14, Kathmandu

